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Overview

TITLE

Guide to the Yale Divinity Library Reference Collection of Unpublished Papers

QUANTITY

Total archival boxes 23; total linear footage 9.5'

SUMMARY

This is an informal collection of papers on a variety of subjects that have been donated to the Yale Divinity Library. They include Yale College essays based on archival collections at the Yale Divinity Library, as well as various other unpublished papers.

ARRANGEMENT

The papers are arranged alphabetically by author. Titles, subject headings, and dates are also provided.

ACCESS AND USE

Open to qualified researchers.

Author navigation:

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P R S T V W X Y Z ANON
Author: Alexander, William John
Title: Wage labor, urbanization and culture change in the Marshall Islands
Country: Marshall Islands
Subject: Marshall Islands--social conditions; Marshall Islands--economic conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1978
Location:6-10

Author: Ames, Edward
Title: Chinese University
Country:
Subject: Education--China; China--Description and travel
Date: 1989
Location:15-1

Author: Andors, Stephen
Title: Beyond Hobbes, Weber, and Marx -- the political economy of decentralization in Chinese industry: a theoretical inquiry and some empirical hypotheses
Country: China
Subject: China--economic policy
Date: n.d.
Location:10-15

Author: Assmann, Hugo
Title: Theological training and the diversity of ministries
Country:
Subject: Theological education; Theological Education Fund
Date: 1976
Location:11-3

Author: Au, Andrea Yun-Woei
Title: Men of faith, men of action: the origins and evolution of the Princeton in Asia Program
Country: Asia
Subject: Princeton-in-Asia; Student volunteers in social service; Missions--Asia
Date: 1996
Location:15-2

Author: Baker, Dwight P.
Title: Beyond warfare: Biblical imagery & the conduit of Christian mission
Subject: Paper presented at Consultation on Mission Language & Metaphors, Fuller Theological Seminary
Date: 2000
Author: Barker, John
Title: Western medicine and the continuity of belief: The Maisin of Collingwood Bay, Oro Province
Country: Melanesia
Subject: Medical care; Maisin people; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1989
Location: 2-1

Author: Barker, John
Title: Variability in pioneer missionary initiative: the Anglicans among the Maisin in Papua
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Anglican Communion--Papua New Guinea; Maisin people
Date: n.d.
Location: 12-9

Author: Bartlett, Beatrice
Title: Guide to China Sources at Yale
Country: China
Subject: China--History
Date: 1985
Location: 16-7

Author: Batley, Graeme Robert
Title: 1985-86 Samban Revival experience
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Samban people; Australian Churches of Christ--Missions
Date: n.d.
Location: 12-4

Author: Bauman, Melissa K
Title: To Save China: Wu Yi-fang and Christian Chinese Nationalism, 1927-1937
Country: China
Subject: Yale senior essay
Date: 1987
Location: 18-6

Author: Beddingfield, Ed.
Title: Baptist writings about baptism: a select annotated bibliography
Subject: Bollier bibliography & research seminar
Date: 1977
Location: 21-1

Author: Berry, Steven E.
Title: Theology and Cinema: a brief guide
Subject: Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1977
Location: 21-2

Author: Bohannon, Michael.
Title: Writings of Peter Berger: a bibliographical overview
Subject: Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1978
Location: 21-3

Author: Boisclair, Regina A.
Title: American Roman Catholic Missioners in China
Subject: Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1978
Location: 21-4

Author: Brittain, Claire M.
Title: Bibliography for a Theology of Nature
Subject: Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1978
Location: 21-5

Author: Berganza, Higinio
Title: Micronesia: Caroline - Marshall Islands
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--social conditions, Micronesia--history, Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1962
Location: 5-17

Author: Bieder, Werner
Title: Missionsgeschichte im Grundriss von der Reformation bis sur Gegenwart
Country:
Subject: Missions--history
Date: 1975
Location: 9-10

Author: Billington, W.R.
Title: The church & medicine in Africa
Country: Africa
Subject: Medical care, SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1974
Location: 2-11

Author: Boorman, Howard L.
Title: Chiang Kai-Shek and China's national interest
Country: China
Subject: Chiang Kai-Shek, 1887-1975; China--politics and government
Date: 1964
Location: 10-11

Author: Booth-Clifford, S.
Title: The churches and communications media: a Christian publishing venture in East Africa
Country: Africa
Subject: Journalism; Christian literature; SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1975
Location: 2-10

Author: Boutilier, James A.
Title: Kennedy's "Army": Solomon islanders at War 1942-1943
Country: Solomon Islands
Subject: World War, 1939-1945--Solomon Islands; Kennedy, Donald Gilbert; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1986
Location: 1-19

Author: Boutilier, James A.
Title: Missions, medicine and administration in the British Solomon Islands protectorate 1893-1942
Country: Solomon Islands
Subject: Medical care; Missions, medical; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1983
Location: 1-18

Author: Bridston, Keith Richard.
Title: Origins of Yale--in-China
Date: 1944.
Location: 3-2

Author: Buck, Elden
Title: Micronesia history & culture; Booklets, pamphlets, unpublished manuscript, magazine articles
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--history; Bibliography; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1978
Location: 11-4

C

Author: Cahill, Hohn W.
Title: Bibliography on Marriage Counseling
Subject: Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1976
Author: Cameron, Elizabeth C.
Title: Compassion – Counseling of the Dying Person: an annotated bibliography
Subject: Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1977
Location: 21-6

Author: Caminis, Argyro
Title: From Healer to Physician: The Hackett Medical College & Educating Chinese Women Doctors [Canton, China 1899-1935]
Country: China; Medical missions; Yale senior thesis
Date: 2000
Location: 18-5

Author: Cantova, John Anthony
Title: Letter of Fr. John Anthony Cantova of the Society of Jesus to rev. Fr. William Daubenton of the same Society, confessor of his Catholic majesty (translated from the Spanish)
Country: Caroline islands
Subject: Jesuits; Catholic Church--missions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1722
Location: 8-3

Author: Cardoza Orlandi, Carlos F.
Title: “In Search for the right place”: the dilemma of the North American missionary boards regarding Latin America and the World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh in 1910
Country: Latin America
Subject: submitted to The American Society of Church History
Date: 1992
Location: 19-3

Author: Carucci, Laurence Marshall
Title: Maniman nan mij: negotiations of violence in the Marshallese household
Country: Marshall Islands
Subject: Marshall Islands--social life and customs; Social problems; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1989
Location: 5-13

Author: Chang, Jessica
Title: The Rise of Social Science in Mission-run Higher Education in China, 1915-1950: The Institutionalization of Good Works
Country: China
Subject: Missions--China; Higher Education; Yale senior thesis
Date: 2005
Location: 20-4
Author: Chapin, Nicole T.
Title: Beyond the models of missionaries and men: a look at the history of Chinese education for women in the early 20th century on its own terms
Country: China
Subject: Education--China; Women--Education--China; Yale senior thesis
Date: 1990
Location: 16-12

Author: Chapman, W. Robert
Title: One God in One Person only: Unitarianism challenges the Connecticut Standing Order, 1800-1820
Country: United States--Connecticut
Subject: Unitarianism; Connecticut--Church history
Date: 1991
Location: 12-11

Author: Chen, Emily.
Title: Bride clad in a red qipao: the indigenization of Christianity in China through the Three-Self Patriotic Movement and Sino-Christian Theology
Subject: China, Yale senior thesis
Date: 2011
Location: 4-7

Author: Chen, Theodore
Title: Post-rectification demands on the intellectuals in Communist China
Country: China
Subject: Intellectuals--China; Communism--China
Date: 1959
Location: 10-3

Author: Chung, Jean
Title: Changes in the mission field: Eli Smith in Lebanon
Country: Lebanon
Subject: Missions--Lebanon; Smith, Eli
Date: 1994
Location: 12-5

Author: Crawford, Shanti
Title: Ginling College, 1915-1935
Country: China
Subject: Yale senior essay
Date: 1996
Location: 18-7
Author: Cross, Sholto
Title: The state, the church, and revolution in independent Africa
Country: Africa
Subject: Church and state; Revolution (theology)
Date: 1975
Location: 7-1

Author: Crossan, Rob.
Title: Lutheran confessions & contemporary disunity in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod: an annotated bibliography
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1977
Location: 21-8

Author: Curtis, Hilary
Title: Religion is made for times like these: eight American missionaries in China, 1937-1946
Country: China
Subject: Missions--China; Missionaries--Biography; Missions--Educational work--China; Yale senior thesis
Date: 1987
Location: 17-1

D

Author: Davis, Mary Forell
Title: Transforming suffering into love: the first ten years of the Newcomers Christian Fellowship.
Country: United States
Date: 1977
Location: 20-18

Author: Davis, Mary Virginia
Title: Hwa Nan Women's College: Heirs of a Great Faith
Country: China
Subject: Hwa Nan College; Women--Education; Education--China
Date: 1991
Location: 15-3

Author: DeKorne, Helen. B
Title: Builders of identity: education. Language and the elites of Cameroon, 1916-1961
Subject: Wesleyan University senior essay
Date: 2012
Location: 4-9

Author: Devlin, Donna M.
Title: Thomas Aquinas on the Theological Virtues: a selected bibliography
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1980
Location: 21-9

Author: Dickerson-Putman, Jeanette
Title: Cost of faith: church participation and competition on Raivavae
Country: Raivavae
Subject: Islands of the Pacific; Christianity and culture
Date: 1997
Location: 16-2

Author: Dinwiddy, H.
Title: Missions and missionaries as portrayed by English speaking writers of contemporary African literature
Country: Africa
Subject: Christianity in literature; Missionaries; SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1974
Location: 6-12

Author: Dole, Gwendolyn
Title: For friendship with Jesus: the missionary life of Elsie G. Clark
Country: Foochow, China
Subject: Krug, Elsie Clark, 1888-; Missions--China; Women missionaries--Biography
Date: 1992
Location: 17-3

Author: Donner, William
Title: Assimilation and incorporation: the church and government on Sikaiana, 1929 -1980
Country: Solomon Islands
Subject: Church of England--missions; Solomon Islands--church history; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 5-4

Author: Down, A. M.
Title: List of missionaries sent out from the churches of the Pacific Islands (Methodist Church in Fiji)
Date: 1982
Location: 3-3

Author: Duffield, Richard L.
Title: Annotated bibliography of secondary literature on Rerum Novarum
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1977
Location: 21-10
Author: Durdin, F. Tillman
Title: Nationalist China on Taiwan
Country: Taiwan
Subject: Taiwan--politics and government; Taiwan--church history
Date: 1964
Location: 10-5

Author: Durning, Michael J.
Title: God Alone Knows: the letters of Grace Eveline Wilder (M.A. Thesis, New Brunswick Theological Seminary)
Date: 2007.
Location: 3-4

Author: Eddy, Elizabeth.
Title: Hunger, Christianity and family planning in the 1970s: Planned Parenthood’s alliances with Christian clergy in the pre-Roe v. Wade Era
Subject: Women & Medicine in Modern America final paper
Date: 2011
Location: 4-5

Author: Efiom, Patrick O.
Title: Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society in Yorubaland from 1878-1898 (proselytization and the Yoruba people)
Country: Nigeria
Subject: Missions--Nigeria; Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society; Yoruba (African people)
Date: 1989
Location: 16-6

Author: Ehrenkranz, Peter D.
Title: Missionaries, western medicine and diviner-healers in Zimbabwe: the path to medical pluralism
Country: Zimbabwe
Subject: Yale senior essay
Date: 1996
Location: 18-8

Author: Endicott, Norman A.
Title: This is China today
Country: China
Subject: China--social conditions; China--church history; National Council of Churches Department of Education for Mission
Date: 1968
Location: 9-7
Author: Errington, Frederick; Gewertz, Deborah
Title: On writing the Chambri Bible: an indigenous ethnographer struggles to inscribe truth, power and the Chambri way
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Chambri people; Bible--translating
Date: n.d.
Location: 2-3

Author: Eto, Shinkichi
Title: The interaction between Japanese policies and Chinese Communist Activities, 1926-37
Country: China, Japan
Subject: Japan--relations--China; Communism--China; China--politics and government
Date: n.d.
Location: 10-1

Author: Eyre, Stephen L.
Title: The S.S.E.C. Christian revival in the East Sepik province of Papua New Guinea
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Papua New Guinea--church history; Revivals; South Seas Evangelical Church
Date: 1986
Location: 8-8

F

Author: Fairfield, Wynn C.
Title: Christians from Boston
Country: Micronesia
Subject: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions; Missionaries; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1944
Location: 5-11

Author: Falgout, Suzanne
Title: Hierarchy v.s. democracy: two approaches to the management of knowledge in Ponape
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Education--Ponape Island Micronesia; Micronesia--social conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1987
Location: 2-20

Author: Fallone, Emma
Title: An extraordinary “ordinary” life: Eunice Smith and the importance of the “Third-Culture Child”
Country: Ceylon
Subject: Yale College Senior Thesis; Children of missionaries.
Date: 2016
Location: 3-10
Author: Farhadian, Charles  
Title: Comparing conversions among the Dani of Irian Jaya  
Country: Irian Jaya Barat (Indonesia)  
Subject: Christianity--Indonesia  
Date: 2000  
Location: 20-17

Author: Farina, John.  
Title: D.L. Moody’s theology of the Holy Spirit: a bibliographic essay  
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.  
Date: 1976  
Location: 21-11

Author: Feinberg, Richard  
Title: Christian Polynesians and Pagan spirits: Anuta, Solomon Islands  
Country: Anuta Island (Solomon Islands)  
Subject: Christianity and culture; Spirits; Islands of the Pacific  
Date: 1991  
Location: 1-7

Author: Filinn, Juliana  
Title: The Peace Corps and schools in Micronesia  
Country: Micronesia  
Subject: Peace Corps U.S.; Education--Micronesia; Islands of the Pacific  
Date: 1989  
Location: 8-16

Author: Fisher, Jim.  
Title: Parables: an annotated bibliography  
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.  
Date: 1977  
Location: 21-12

Author: Forman, Charles W.  
Title: Evangelism in Global Mission: the American Presbyterian Experience  
Country: United States  
Subject: Presbyterian Church of the U.S.A.--Missions; Evangelistic work  
Date: 1993  
Location: 15-4

Author: Frazier, Kenneth A.  
Title: Principles of textual criticism: a bibliographic guide for beginners  
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.  
Date: 1980  
Location: 21-13
Author: Freire, Pablo
Title: Por si mismo
Country: Latin America
Subject: Latin America--Religious life; Christianity and culture--Latin America
Date: n.d.
Location: 12-13

G

Author: Gamer, Sam.
Title: Rethinking the experience of American Protestants in Cold War Latin America: the case of James and Margaret Goff
Subject: Yale senior essay
Date: 2012
Location: 4-11

Author: Gelzer, David G.
Title: T. C. Chao, Pioneer Chinese contextual theologian
Country: China
Subject: Chao, T. C.; Theology doctrinal--China
Date: 1982
Location: 11-2

Author: Giay, Benny
Title: Holy house in the religious movements among the men of Paniai region, Irian Jaya
Country: Irian Jaya (Indonesia)
Subject: Indonesia--religion
Date: 1992
Location: 1-9

Author: Gipson, Larry.
Title: Distanced from Divinity: the 1932 re-housing of Yale Divinity School
Subject: Yale Divinity School; New Haven
Date: 2011
Location: 4-13

Author: Glen, Robert.
Title: “Antigua Circuit Plan of 1822” (Cirplan, Society of Cirplanoloigsts, Vol. 12, No. 5, 2001 Michealmas)
Date: 2001
Location: 20-9

Author: Glen, Robert.
Title: Printed works in a slave society: patterns of production & distribution in Antigua, 1780-1834 (Dept. of History, University of New Haven)
Date: [n.d.]
Author: Glen Robert.
Title: “A Short Account of Peregrine Pickle...a Negro” (1821): a neglected work by Anne Hart
Gilbert of Antigua (Dept. of History, University of New Haven)
Date: [n.d.]
Location: 20-11

Author: Glen, Robert.
Title: Book review: “Life & letters of Philip Quaque” in Anglican & Episcopal History
Date: 2010
Location: 20-12

Author: Glen, Robert.
Date: 2001
Location: 20-13

Author: Godschalk, Jan A.
Title: Religious movements in Irian Jaya
Country: Irian Jaya (Indonesia)
Subject: Indonesia--religion
Date: 1992
Location: 1-10

Author: Goldman, Rene
Title: The Party and the students from the rectification movement to the establishment of communes, 1957-58
Country: China
Subject: China--politics and government; Communism--China; Students--China
Date: 1961
Location: 9-12

Author: Goldstein, Steven M.
Title: The view from Yenan: the Chinese revolution and the colonial areas
Country: China
Subject: Communism--China; China--politics and government
Date: 1972
Location: 9-4

Author: Gordon, Tamar
Title: They loved her too much: interpreting spirit possession in Tonga
Country: Tonga
Subject: Tonga--religion; Spirit possession; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1992
Location: 1-14

Author: Graham, Gael
Title: Sex, students, and missionaries in China: the Cumberland incident of 1928
Country: China
Subject: Women--China--religious life; Universities and colleges--China; Ginling College
Date: n.d.
Location: 8-1

Author: Green, Bailey.
Title: Energy crisis and the response of the church
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1978
Location: 21-14

Author: Green, Reginald H.
Title: Christianity and political economy in Africa
Country: Africa
Subject: Church and state; Economics--religious aspects
Date: 1975
Location: 2-16

H

Author: Hanlin, Harold F.
Title: My trip to the Gilbert Islands
Country: Kiribati
Subject: London Missionary Society; Gilbert Islands; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1960
Location: 5-8

Author: Harrison, Brian
Title: Social attitudes and policies of Lutheran missionaries in Papua New Guinea
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Lutheran Church--Missions--Papua New Guinea; Christianity and culture--Papua New Guinea
Date: 1975
Location: 12-14

Author: Hartwick, Richard
Title: Bibliography on American missions of the Catholic Church in China
Country: China
Subject: Catholic Church--Missions--China; Missions--China
Date: 1984
Location: 16-8
Author: Harvey, Michael G.
Title: Soren Kierkegaard & logic: a selected bibliography
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1985
Location: 21-15

Author: Hastings, Adrian
Title: The Christian churches and marriage in Africa 1960-1974
Country: Africa
Subject: Marriage; SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1974
Location: 2-14

Author: Hastings, Adrian
Title: The choice of words in Catholic theological translation in Eastern Africa
Country: Africa
Subject: Bible--translating; Christianity and culture; SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1975
Location: 2-15

Author: Hauward, Douglas
Title: The cargoistic nature of movements of conversion, revitalization and revival among the western Dani
Country: Indonesia
Subject: Cargo movement; Dani people
Date: n.d.
Location: 1-5

Author: Hayford, Charles W.
Title: The rural reconstruction movement: notes and implications
Country: China
Subject: Rural development--China; Mass education movement
Date: 1972
Location: 10-8

Author: Hays, Richard B.
Title: Annotated bibliography of 20th century critical literature on the Christology of the Letter to the Hebrews
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1977
Location: 21-16

Author: Heininger, Janet E.
Title: How to begin to go out of business gracefully: American Protestant missionaries and Chinese devolution, 1927-1949
Country: China
Subject: China--church history; Indigenous church administration
Date: 1980
Location: 5-7

Author: Hernandez, Lucas
Title: John R. Mott's encounters with Russia, 1899-1917: a quest for religious revival, morality, and democracy in the land of the tsars
Country: Russia
Subject: Mott, John Raleigh, 1865-1955; Russia--Religious life; Christianity and culture--Russia
Date: 1997
Location: 16-5

Author: Hezel, Francis X. (Compiler)
Title: Foreign ship contracts with Truk islands
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--history; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 11-11

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Micronesia's education for self-government: frolicking in the backyard
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--politics and government; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 8-4

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Youth drinking in Micronesia
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Alcohol; Youth; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1992
Location: 1-11

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Taking the long view
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Economic assistance--developing countries; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1977
Location: 5-14

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: The education explosion in Truk
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Education--Micronesia; Truk; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1978
Location: 5-15

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Yesterday's myths, today's realities
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--economic conditions; Micronesia--social conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1980
Location: 5-16

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Micronesia's hanging spree
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Suicide; Micronesia--social conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 6-1

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: In search of a home: colonial education in Micronesia
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Education--Micronesia; Micronesia--social conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 6-2

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: The new formula for self-reliance
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--economic conditions; Micronesia--social conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 6-3

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: The Catholic Church in Pohnpei
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Catholic Church--Micronesia; Ponape Island; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1979
Location: 6-5

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: The Catholic Church in Truk
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Catholic Church--Micronesia; Truk Islands; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 6-6

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: The Catholic Church in Yap
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Catholic Church--Micronesia; Yap; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 6-7

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Let's have the meal today rather than the fishing industry tomorrow
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--economic policy; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 11-9

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: Dumont D'Urville on Truk
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--history; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 11-12

Author: Hezel, Francis X.
Title: What can we do to prevent suicide?
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Suicide; Micronesia--social conditions; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1988
Location: 6-4

Author: Hezel, Francis X. (Translator)
Title: The first European visit to Truk
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Micronesia--history; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 11-10

Author: Hilliard, David L.
Title: English Church and British empire : a study of the British Solomon Islands protectorate, 1896-1942
Country: Solomon Islands
Subject: Missions--Solomon Islands; Great Britain--foreign relations--Solomon Islands; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1972
Location: 10-16

Author: Ho, Denise
Title: Navigating the Student Storms: The Response of the China Mission Colleges, St. John's and Yenching, 1919-1927
Country: China
Subject: Education; Yale senior thesis
Date: 2000
Location: 18-4

Author: Hogg, William Richey
Title: Movements towards Christian unity and cooperation in the United States
Country: United States
Subject: Christian union; Ecumenical movement
Date: 1948
Location: 5-6

Author: Hollan, Douglas
Title: Cultural and experiential aspects of spirit beliefs among the Toraja
Country: Indonesia
Subject: Toraja people; Spirits
Date: 1992
Location: 1-4

Author: Holst, Wayne A.
Title: After the apologies: discerning and applying native spiritual traditions in the Canadian churches
Country: Canada
Subject: Aboriginal people--Canada; Christianity and culture; Indigenous church administration
Date: 1994
Location: 12-6

Author: Howes, John F.
Title: Uchimura Kanzo: independence and Japanese Christianity (in 3 volumes)
Country: Japan
Subject: Christianity--Japan
Date: 2001
Location: 18-9

Author: Hu, Chang-tu
Title: Education in modern China
Country: China
Subject: Education--China; Communism--China
Date: 1959
Location: 10-2

Author: Huang, Melvin
Title: Holy Fire and Living Water: The Yale College Revival of 1831
Country: United States
Subject: Revivals; Yale University; Yale senior thesis
Date: 2005
Location: 20-6

Author: Humennyj, Orest J.
Title: Architecture of the Sterling Divinity quadrangle, Yale University
Country: United States--Connecticut
Subject: Architecture and religion; Yale University--Divinity School
Date: 1984
Location: 15-5

Author: Hunter, R.
Title: Church and state in the development of education in Papua New Guinea
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Church and state--Papua New Guinea; Education--Papua New Guinea
Date: 1976
Location: 12-15

Author: Hutch, Richard A.
Title: Biographical notes on women religious founders in America
Country: United States
Subject: Women in Christianity; Women--Biography
Date: n.d.
Location: 17-12

Author: Iofi, Faafouina
Title: Samoan cultural values and Christian thought: an attempt to relate Samoan traditional values to Christian understanding
Country: Samoan Islands
Subject: Christianity and culture; Samoan Islands--social life and customs; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1980
Location: 8-5

Author: Ito, Karen
Title: Historical perspectives on the political power of Hawaiian women
Country: Hawaii
Subject: Women--Hawaii; Hawaii--politics and government
Author: Jackson, Pam.
Title: Rite of Christian Initiation of adults: preliminary bibliography
Subject: Theology--Bibliography.
Date: 1978
Location: 21-17

Author: Jarrett-Kerr, Martin
Title: Christianity as it appears through contemporary literature
Country: Africa
Subject: Christianity in literature; SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1974
Location: 6-11

Author: Jeffrey, Paul.
Title: Guatemalan churches and the challenge of peacemaking
Country: Guatemala
Subject: Peacemaking
Date: [n.d.]
Location: 19-4

Author: Jenkins, David E.
Title: Questions for study within the concern for the study of man (the Humanum)
Country:
Subject: Sociology, Christian
Date: 1970
Location: 11-6

Author: Jensen, Herluf M.
Title: Experiment in Ecumenism (History of the U.S.C.C.),
Date: 1964
Location: 3-5

Author: Jimmy, Shem
Title: The influence of Christianity among the people of Ponape
Country: Micronesia
Subject: Christianity and culture; Micronesia--church history; Islands of the Pacific
Date: 1972
Location: 9-1

Author: Johnston, Geoffrey
Title: Happy childhood: moral tales for Christian children in China
Country: China
Subject: Children—China.
Date: n.d.
Location: 20-16

Author: Jones, Jessica Ann
Title: God's Agents in the Levant: the missionary transformation of Lebanon
Country: Lebanon
Subject: Missions--Lebanon; Smith, Eli; Jessup, Henry Harris; Yale senior thesis
Date: 1993
Location: 15-6

Author: Jordan, William.
Title: Americans and ideology in Iran: two approaches to remaking the world
Subject: Yale History 180 paper
Date: 2010
Location: 4-2

Author: Jorgensen, Dan
Title: Life on the fringe: history and society in Telefolmin
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Christianity and culture--Telefolmin; Telefol people; Social problems--Telefolmin
Date: 1981
Location: 12-16

Author: Jorgensen, Dan
Title: Telefolip, Telefolmin: the architecture of ethnic identity in the Sepik Headwaters
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Telefol people; Telefolmin--Social life and customs
Date: 1986
Location: 12-18

K

Author: Kerner, Madeline.
Title: Ginling College’s rural and urban service projects in and around Nanking, 1946-1950
Subject: Yale senior essay
Date: 2007
Location: 20-8

Author: Kigasung, Wesley Waekesa
Title: Mission pioneering in Siassi Island, 1847-1947
Country: Papua New Guinea
Subject: Missions--Siassi Island; Christianity and culture--Siassi Island
Author: Kim, David
Title: Missionaries at war: the humanitarian effort of the Nanking International Relief Committee during the Sino-Japanese War, 1937-1945
Country: China
Subject: Missions--China; World War, 1939-1945; Nanking International Relief Committee; Yale senior thesis
Date: 1988
Location: 17-7

Author: Kim, Ilpyong J.
Title: Organizational Aspects of the Kiangsi Soviet Government
Country: China
Subject: China--politics and government; Communism--China
Date: 1972
Location: 9-3

Author: Kim, Yoon-jee
Title: James Claude Thomson: Missionary Nutritionist in the Far East 1917-1959
Country: China, Japan, Korea
Subject: Missions ; Nutrition; Yale senior thesis
Date: 2005
Location: 20-5

Author: Kiste, Robert C.
Title: New political statuses in American Micronesia
Country: Micronesia
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Title: Notes on translation
Country: Africa
Subject: Holy spirit; Bible--translating; SOAS seminar paper
Date: 1975
Location: 2-7

Author: Wilson, William August III
Title: By their fruits ye shall know them: an American in Nanchang
Country: China
Subject: Johnson, William Richard, 1878-1967; Missions--China; Yale senior thesis
Date: 1978
Location: 16-10

Author: Worden, Andrea Joan
Title: Elsie Clark Krug from Goucher to Hwa Nan: an American woman's quest for happiness
Country: Foochow, China
Subject: Krug, Elsie Clark, 1888-; Missions--China; Women missionaries--Biography; Yale senior thesis
Date: 1986
Location: 17-2

Author: Wu, Kelly Yifei
Title: Financing faith: Matilda Calder Thurston and Jennie V. Hughes as case studies in Sino-Western female interactions in the early 20th century.
Country: China
Subject: Yale senior thesis; Women--China
Date: 2016
Location: 23-1

Author: Wyckoff, Whitney
Title: Saved by Chick?: a case study of American Evangelical Christianity, 1960s-1970s
Country: United States
Subject: Yale senior thesis; Evangelicalism—United States.
Date: 2016
Location: 23-2

X

Author: Xiong, Rosalinda
Title: Ginling College, the University of Michigan, and the Barbour Scholarship
Country: China, United States
Subject: Education—China; Education—Michigan; Barbour Scholarship
Date: 2016
Location: 23-3

Author: Xiong, Rosalinda
Title: The Seven Sisters and Ginling College
Country: China, United States
Subject: Education—China; Women--Education
Date: 2016
Location: 23-4
Author: Yamamoto, Matori  
Title: Western Samoan international travelers  
Country: Western Samoa  
Subject: Western Samoa--social life and customs; Western Samoa--economic conditions; Islands of the Pacific  
Date: n.d.  
Location: 5-1

Author: Yang, C. K.  
Title: Certain major trends of social structure in Chinese society under communism  
Country: China  
Subject: China--social conditions; Communism--China  
Date: 1960  
Location: 9-5

Author: Yoder, Howard W.  
Title: A statement on Latin America  
Country: Latin America  
Subject: Latin America--social conditions; Latin America--economic conditions; Latin America--church history  
Date: 1959  
Location: 9-8

Z

Author: Zhang, Taotao.  
Title: Cultural exchange between East & West: Fuzhao missionaries and Chinese commoners, 1912-1916.  
Subject: Yale senior essay  
Date: 2008  
Location: 3-9

ANONYMOUS

Author: Anonymous  
Title: Economy as a matter of faith: an ecumenical statement on economic life  
Country:  
Subject: Economics--Religious aspects  
Date: n.d.  
Location: 14-15

Author: Anonymous  
Title: A study of theological education: preliminary report to the cooperating institutions  
Country:  
Subject: Theological education
Date: 1930
Location: 14-16

Author: Anonymous
Title: Biblical reflections in Rapa: conversion to Christianity and preservation of identity
Country: Rapa, Tahiti
Subject: Christianity and culture; Islands of the Pacific
Date: n.d.
Location: 16-1

Author: Anonymous
Title: A brief guide to sources of information on religion in Latin America
Country: Latin America
Subject: Bibliography
Date: n.d.
Location: 5-10

Author: Anonymous
Title: China's decision for war
Country: China
Subject: China--foreign relations; Sino--Japanese conflict, 1937-1945
Date: 1963
Location: 10-7

Author: Anonymous
Title: The problems of independency
Country: Africa
Subject: Independent churches--Africa; African Israel Church; International Missionary Council study paper
Date: n.d.
Location: 5-9

Author: Anonymous
Title: Position paper: the Jinishian Memorial Program and self development for Armenian people in the Middle East
Country: Middle East
Subject: Presbyterian Church U.S.A.--missions; Armenian people
Date: 1971
Location: 5-3